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1. Introduction

It is common property in the theory of transformation semigroups that the
presence of all the constant maps ensures that automorphisms are induced by a
permutation of the underlying set. Essentially, this goes back to Malcev (2);
it has been extensively generalised by Sullivan in (4). For semigroups which do
not contain the constants (for example, all surjective transformations of a set,
or all injections) there is, as yet, no similar result. The purpose of this note is to
provide one.

2. Results
The notation and terminology of (1) is used. Our result is:

Theorem. If S is a transformation semigroup over an infinite set X, and S
contains *SX, the group of all permutations of X, then the automorphisms of S are
inner, that is, of the form

a-^g'^g (aeS)
for fixed g in<&x-

We now prove this result. Let S be as stated and # be an automorphism of
S. Clearly <j> induces an automorphism of ^x, for elements of this set are
characterised in 5 by the existence of two-sided inverses. Thus by a well-known
property of <&x (

see (3)). w e n a v e

for some fixed g in ^x. Let us replace <j> by <j> ° \\i where \]/ is the automorphism

ct-tgag'1 (aeS).

Then <j> now fixes each map in &x and it is enough to show that such an auto-
morphism is trivial.

We first dispense with the case where S consists entirely of injections. We
derive this from the following, the proof of which is straightforward.

Lemma. If a, b, c, d are elements of X with a ¥= b and c # d, and if a. is one to
one then:

{a, b)a.{c, d) = a if and only if {a, b}a = {c, d}.
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(Here we are using (a, b) to denote the two cycle interchanging a and b.) The
invariance of the first equality under automorphisms fixing permutations shows
that

{a, b}a = {a, b}^

whenever a # b. Now if a, b and c are all distinct,

{aa} = {a, b}ar\{a, c]a = {a, fc}a#n{a, c}â > = {aa<j>},

as required.
Henceforth we assume that 5 contains a mapping a that is not one to one.

It follows that we may assume further each mapping in S has infinite rank.
For, if ft has finite rank we consider the sequence of elements of S

Pn = Pg1<xg2...gnct,

where each <7i+1 is a permutation mapping two elements of the range /?,- to two
elements identified by a. Eventually this process yields a constant map, K, say.
But then K^X is contained in S and this is the set of all constants. In this case
the result follows from the " common property " alluded to in the introduction.

The following fact is so essential to our result that we state it formally.

Lemma. Ifna denotes the equivalence on X induced by a in S then na = n^.

Proof. It is enough to note that

xxayo(x, y)°a = ao(x, yy<x<t> = a<t>oxn^y.

Now let A and B be partition classes of na, equally, na4>. For distinct a and b
in X we denote by P(a, b, a) the statement:

for each /? in S, an^b implies (AKjB)nap(AuB).

We assert that P{a, b, a) is necessary and sufficient for

{Aa, Bd} = {a, b}. (Q)

It is clear that Q implies P. On the other hand if Q fails, we select /? in S with
the following properties

afi = bfi; (Aa)P ± (Bx)p.
(To obtain such a map in 5 we select d in S which is not one to one. We next
choose g in &x

 s o that {ag, bg} is contained in a single rc^-class, but (Aa)g and
(Ba)g lie in different ^-classes. This uses the fact that 0X is multiply transitive.
The required /? is now gd.) For such a P we have anfib, but Aap ^ Bcup.

We have shown that (P) and ( 0 are equivalent statements. However, it is
easy to see from the Lemma that P{a, b, a) is equivalent to P(a, b, a(j>). We
conclude that

{Aa, Ba) = {a, b} = {Aacj>, Ba(f>}.

It follows that Aa = Aa<j>, and hence that a = a<p. The proof of the theorem is
complete.
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If X is finite, the theorem still holds with an exception when 5 is the symmetric
group on six objects. To see this, observe that if X is finite and S contains <$x,
then S either coincides with @x or else contains a map which is not one to one.
In the latter case S contains a constant map, hence all, and the result follows
from " common property ". In the former case there is only one full symmetric
group with an outer automorphism, S6.
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